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Minutes of the Natural Advisory Council Meeting of the Technical Standards and Safety Authority (TSSA) held 
virtually at 9:00 a.m. on the 18th day of September 2020. 

 
Present:  Michelle George, Enbridge Gas; Geoffrey Holloway for Dave Hammond, A.O. Smith 

Enterprises Ltd; Arun Kanagasabapathy for Alper Ozdemir, Reliance Home Comfort Reliance 
Comfort; Martin Luymes (Chair), HRAI; Elizabeth Nielsen, TSSA’s Consumers Advisory 
Council;; Alan Reitzel, Reitzel Heating and Sheet Metal Ltd.; Tony Soumas, Reliance Comfort; 
Greg St. Louis, Kitchener Utilities; Ron Vanhevel, Rheem Canada Ltd.; Andy Vella, Canadian 
Standards Association; Neil Waugh, NPL Canada.  

 
 Suba Ariyaretnam, Manager General Accounting & Financial Reporting (item 12); James Ban, 

Policy Advisory (item 7); Angelina Brew, Advisory Council Coordinator; Andrew Chin, Special 
Projects, Finance and General Accounting; Chelsea Lehner, Policy Advisor (item 7); Dan 
Brazier, Chief Financial Officer (item 12); Andrew Chin, Finance Specialist, Special Projects 
(item 15); Sandra Cooke, TSSA Ombudsman (item 9-10); Alexandra Campbell, VP, 
Communication & Stakeholder Relations (item 11); Viola Dessanti, Director, Strategic 
Analytics (item 11);; Zenon Fraczkowski, Manager, Engineering, Fuels Safety Program (item 
4); Nashir Jiwani, Senior Operations Consultant; Kristian Kennedy, Manager, Government 
Relations (item 21); John Marshall, Director, Fuels Safety Program (item 4); Bonnie Rose, 
President & CEO; Phil Simeon, Director, Regulatory Policy (item 7-8); Robert Wiersma, 
Manager, Public Safety Risk Management; Susy Ceolin communication advisor (item 16). 

 
Guests:  Michael Wagle, Enbridge Gas; Steve Rogers Enbridge Gas; Erick Morales, Senior Policy and 

Program Analyst, Technical Safety Unit, Ministry of Government and Consumer Services 
(MGCS)  (item 15); Allison Nicholls, Policy Advisor, Technical Safety Unit, Ministry of 
Government and Consumer Services (MGCS)  (item 15); Nathan Fahey (MGCS),  Manager, 
Technical Safety Unit, Ministry of Government and Consumer Services (MGCS); 

 
Regrets:  Marek Kulik, Engineer, Fuels Safety Program.  
  

 
1. Constitution of Meeting 

 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.  M. Luymes welcomed NGAC members to the meeting.  

 
a) Safety Moment 

 
For the safety moment, A. Campbell provided an update on TSSA’s carbon monoxide poisoning 
awareness.  
 
Action:  A. Brew to circulate the safety video to Council by appending the link to the minutes.   

 
2. Approval of the September 18th, 2020 Agenda 

 
The Council approved the meeting agenda as presented.  
 
 

3. Approval of February 6th, 2020 Minutes 
 
Council approved the minutes of February 6th, 2020 as presented.  
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4. Review of Action Items from Last Meeting 

 
M. Luymes provided an overview of the action items circulated to Council prior to the meeting. All action 
items were complete.  
 

5. Chair’s update 
 

M. Luymes spoke to the item as a consent item and asked members for comments. 
 
There were no questions or comments from Council.  

 
6. TSSA President & CEO’s quarterly report - Strategic Priorities 

 
B. Rose spoke to this item and treated her report as read. She noted that TSSA is making it clear what 
priorities industry will see from TSSA over the year so that stakeholders can measure progress on them by 
the end of the year.  
 
She opened the floor to questions and comments. There were no other questions or comments from 
Council.  
 

7. Outcome-Based Regulator 
a) Standardized Inspection Reports and Compliance Standards  

 
P. Simeon spoke to this item and provided Council with an update on the progress being made on TSSA’s 
transformation to becoming an outcome-based regulator. He advised that TSSA wants input on key 
outcome-based regulator model projects. He spoke briefly to the common themes between the business 
model and the outcome-based regulator model, like enhanced authorizations. C. Lehner provided 
additional detail on enhanced authorizations and their potential for outcome-based activities. P. Simeon 
then provided detail on the scope of compliance standards. He noted that compliance standards are 
aimed at consistency, both for industry compliance and for inspections. Inspection reports will focus on the 
high-risk compliance obligations identified in the compliance standards. After walking through how 
compliance standards work, from the standard itself to the inspection report, P. Simeon and C. Lehner 
presented examples of such standards, from text-based examples to diagram-based formats.  
 
 
M. George commented that a text example is best. She asked how these compliance standards are going 
to be developed. Will TSSA be working through the RRG or for specific industry input to the specific 
standard for each industry? P. Simeon responded that TSSA will use ad hoc working groups where 
necessary to draft compliance standards.    
 
E. Nielsen asked if the compliance standards will be available to the public and asked if the public 
(Consumers Advisory Council) will be allowed to participate in groups to deal with them. P. Simeon 
responded that the public would participate as part of the consultation process. Also, the consultation 
process will be posted on the website for consultation. E. Nielsen added that TSSA needs to be careful 
with the website because it is difficult to contribute on web postings as a consumer. E. Nielsen asked 
another question about where the complaint section is located on the TSSA website in the event that the 
public had complaints about how compliance standards are being administered.  
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M. Luymes asked what the expected number of compliance standards will be. For example, in an RRG 
there is a lot of content to go through when those are being reviewed, so how many different types of 
examples of devices might there be? B. Rose responded that TSSA is looking for a compliance standard 
for each regulation. K. Kennedy commented that, for example, various compliance standard formats that 
TSSA is showing council might vary from one sector/industry to the next. What is more workable for one 
sector may not be the same as that of a smaller industry. 
 
For inspection reports, C. Lehner detailed the objective of the reports, such as identifying high-risk orders. 
She also spoke on possible future-state formats for inspection reports, including a colour-coded low/high-
risk continuum. M. Luymes asked for an explanation on how the fishbone diagram illustrates and exposes 
the root cause. C. Lehner responded that the fishbone diagram has orange boxes which show what the 
problem is, for example, doors that do not close on an elevator, the blue link and grey box show what 
could be causing that problem. When you click on the issue it will tell you how to fix it. B. Rose asked the 
council if the fishbone diagram adds value. M. Luymes commented that the fishbone could be displayed 
in one picture, however he was not sure if it will work all the time as a diagram. He asked what the time 
frame is for this to be in the field. P. Simeon commented that this can take one year to three years to 
complete. M. George noted that the root cause is not always available when the order is written or at the 
time of the inspection. D. Hammond said that the fishbone diagram might be too ambitious to use to 
tackle issues from a company perspective. The fishbone would be great as an electronic report, but the 
idea of it may not work for all devices. 
 
G. St. Louis asked how high-risks will be determined. C Lehner stated that the intent was to show specific 
inspections of high-risk orders that were issued. M. Luymes indicated that it would be helpful to include an 
annual data, that might be complex to compile and report accurately and consistently. Some industry 
actors are larger than others, and get more frequent inspections, so it would be difficult to standardize. P. 
Simeon agrees and appreciates that the fishbone diagram might be too ambitious.  
 
M. Luymes commented that the fishbone diagram as an educational opportunity to understand inspection 
reports is a bit ambitious. E. Nielsen asked what the desired outcome of a fishbone diagram is. If orders 
are high risk, why are they not dealt with immediately? P. Simeon responded that high-risk orders could 
be potential for a shut-down order and TSSA is looking at standardizing the time for high-risk orders. V. 
Dessanti added that the fishbone diagram is intended to provide information for TSSA, and TSSA would 
follow up to ensure that it is complied with. 

 
P. Simeon asked council members to provide feedback to him and to K. Kennedy. 
 
Following V. Dessanti’s presentation council members asked questions about the inverted pyramid, 
specifically whether it follows the same fiscal year time period. Others commented that code requirements 
informing non-compliances are often not clear. M. Luymes indicated that HRAI seminars helped with code 
interpretation so that there would be a meeting of the minds on code interpretation between TSSA and 
industry. He encourages more of that kind of activity. V. Dessanti said it is a great idea and that her team 
contributes to the HRAI presentations when they are being prepared.  

 
b) Pipeline Safety Program 

 
P. Simeon provided an overview of the pipeline program and the working group of industry members and 
the cross-functional project team from TSSA.  J. Ban noted that the pipeline project started as a result of 
one of the recommendations made by the Office of the Auditor General of Ontario (OAGO) report. The 
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OAGO recommended that TSSA should review its oversight practices of pipelines against other 
jurisdictions and move to a risk-based oversight approach. 
  
This project has four components:  

• Operating rating system 
• Field Verification  
• Compliance Standard  
• Data framework 

 
J. Ban noted that the meeting for the pipeline working group is scheduled for September 24th, 2020. The 
working group makeup includes distribution pipeline stakeholders, transmission pipeline stakeholders, 
and operators. The overall design of the program is almost complete, and TSSA is in the planning phase 
for implementation. Also, there are some developments in terms of the data framework as TSSA is 
moving towards a kind of integration with its system-wide transformation in terms of the OASIS project 
and TSSA is seeking feedback on the compliance standards in terms of the design and the content. The 
operator rating system is the evolution of the risk-based audit, and pipeline operators have to comply with 
more than 5000 different requirements in both the codes and code adoption documents as well as the 
regulation. The operating rating system is used to rate the compliance and effectiveness of the various 
safety management systems that operators use to mitigate safety risk. This is a way to measure 
performance and to reward process safety management systems that are aligned with the best practice of 
advanced risk mitigation techniques. TSSA will provide an update on the project progress in the spring of 
2021.  
 
M. George asked when industry can expect TSSA to start auditing. What does implementation mean? 
P. Simeon responded that TSSA is aiming for November 2020 to have in place a program. TSSA is 
working on the compliance standard, which will be rolled out next year. B. Rose commented that some 
programs have extensive data, so the consultation on those areas is different. With pipelines, TSSA has 
no data and relies on expert opinion. M. George indicated that Enbridge is available to consult its experts 
if additional information is required.   

 
8. CAD Strategy Update 

 
P. Simeon gave an update on the CAD amendments and treated the update as a consent item. The CAD 
initiative will align with Outcome Based-Regulator, and with other provinces. The new initiative will adopt 
codes quickly and provide consultation on CADs by showing tracked changes versions of the CADs so 
that stakeholders can provide feedback up to 30 days on the website.  
 
M. Luymes noted that the industry is interested in the timeline of adoption and consistency with the 
national code. The CAD adoption should be accelerated and at the same time not eliminate consultation 
but rather minimize Ontario amendments.  P. Simeon responded that the CAD strategy would balance 
multiple interests while minimizing Ontario specific requirements.  
 

M. George commented that the role of RRGs depends on the extent to which Ontario code adoption varies 
from the CSA code. If there are many Ontario-specific changes, there is a need for a standing committee 
to develop these changes in the form of an RRG. If RRGs are issue specific, which was the case with 
natural draft boilers, then stakeholders would like to have that opportunity to engage. That process has a 
lot of value when it is focused and narrow. She noted that she wants to make sure such options for RRGs 
are still on the table. Thinking about the issues RRGs’ address, be they broad or narrow, is a good way to 
think about the mandate of RRGs. 
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9. Ombudsman’s Annual Report 
 
S. Cooke noted a mostly uneventful year: 135 external and 18 internal Ombudsman contacts. The majority 
were in the Fuels area, largely a reflection of the large TSSA jurisdiction in fuels. In April there was an 
influx from the inflatable sector of the amusement device industry. On the whistleblower service side, 
which was set up with the intent of addressing TSSA wrongdoing, inquiries are made regularly about 
regulated parties. It is an independent third-party service provider with a hotline and a portal. There were 
18 such cases, two about TSSA, one resulting in a policy change. S. Cooke reminded the council that she 
is always open to doing guest presentations to industry associations on these two services.  
 

10. Contractor Audit Program 
 
S. Cooke went over the core requirements from the Propane, Gaseous and Fuel Oil Regulations that are 
contractors’ responsibilities: 

1. Installation of approved equipment only 
2. Technicians shall be certified for the work. 
3. Call for initial inspection by the distributor where fuel is being used for the first time 
4. Employees comply with the regulation(s). 
5. Incident Reporting. 
6. Identification, action as required and reporting of non-compliances (unacceptable conditions). 
7. Requirement to tag (pressure test tag/installation tag) equipment upon installation completion (in 

the Fuel Oil Regulation and the Natural Gas and Propane Installation Codes). 
 
The contractor audit plan implementation will be in January 2021 and follows outreach with the relevant 
sectors.  
 
She added that TSSA looked at its risk analytics and found for the past five years compliance was steady 
at 50 per cent; therefore, TSSA’s audit program was not having any impact on the compliance rate. The 
OAGO was very specific in the value-for-money audit that all technicians’ work must be examined. 
 
There were no questions about her presentation.  
 

11. Stakeholder Engagement 
 
A Campbell introduced the structure of the review of stakeholder engagement, the motives for 
undertaking it and the approach of the evaluation and outreach with councils. She then detailed the 
findings of the review, including inconsistent formatting among Terms of Reference documents, alignment 
of the role and accountabilities of Councils, improved clarity concerning responsibilities of members and 
clarification of confidentiality provisions. A. Campbell added that the council chairs will be meeting with 
the board of directors later in October and encouraged members to pass on any questions or concerns to 
the Chair so he can share it at the meeting. She noted she is interested in hearing the councils’ views on 
RRGs as well.  
 
There were no questions on the presentation.  

 
12. Business Model Update 

 
D. Brazier treated this as a consent item. He provided an overview of new business model review, 
outcome-based regulator and fee predictability. Also, D Brazier commented on the next steps for the 
business model: 
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• MGCS/Minister completes review of business case. 
• Addressing any ongoing concerns with stakeholders.            
• Updating Advisory Councils on progress.                                     
• Notifying Stakeholders of fee structure change. 
• Fee structure change implementation activities. 
 

 
R. Vanhevel asked why TSSA would give credit. D. Brazier responded that the suggestion is to give a 
credit against a future amount based on previous payments. 
 

13. Safety & Compliance Report 
 
V. Dessanti provided an overview of the safety and compliance risk report. She compared fuel types and 
areas of high risk and how TSSA has tried to address them.  
A member asked if the compliance standards will focus on these contributors to risk. V. Dessanti 
responded that the compliance standards do focus on what orders are issued and the incidents across 
industry and the components parts associated with risk. V. Dessanti gave an overview of the predictor of 
risk. The risk score is based on device history and orders from past inspections. The risk model gives 
TSSA a comprehensive understanding of the risk of devices. TSSA’s score will be derived from that. 
 
 

14. Incidents/Issues Report 
 
J. Marshall indicated that incidents numbers are low, which can be attributed to reduced activity because 
of COVID-19. There were two explosions and a fire that resulted in two fatalities, one injury. An explosion 
in the Concord, Ontario area involving unapproved equipment with modifications and burner issues led to 
one of the incidents.  
 
There were no questions and comments from council.  
 

15.  Ministry of Government and Consumer Services’ (MGCS) Update  
 
E. Morales treated this as a consent item. He commented that in the ED regulation update, the regulation 
will enable TSSA to impose administrative monetary penalties for non-compliance and collect and report 
on elevator outage status. The Ministry is actively working with TSSA on administrative monetary 
penalties (AMPs) and MGCS just completed a public consultation on AMPs and and data collection. This 
happened between July and August, and the Ministry is still accessing and receiving feedback from the 
public. On rebuilding the Consumer Confidence Act 2020, there were changes made to the Technical 
Standard and Safety Act that focused on providing accountability, governance and transparency for most 
administrative, which includes French-language provision requirements and looking at the composition of 
board members at TSSA. 
 
 

There were no other questions or comments from Council.  
 

16.  CO Safety and Fuels Campaign – Update 
 
A. Campbell stated that one of the CO safety education initiatives last year was enforcement around 
repeat offenders. She noted that online some contractors were happy with a more concerted effort 
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against bad contractors. M. Luymes stated that HRAI did work in this area because it is a top priority 
concern that HRAI members are competing against dubious persons who undercut professionals.  
 
J. Marshall stated that the fuels safety program continues to proactively search out “trunk slammers.” He 
has signed off on 6-7 prosecutions on people working without authorizations.               
 
A. Campbell commented that the CO safety campaign targeted communities to measure before-and-after 
results. This included an education awareness campaign in Barrie and Peterborough. In spring, TSSA 
conducted a CO safety campaign in Guelph and paused one in Sarnia.  A. Campbell added that the only 
constraint to the CO safety campaign is the budget. M. Luymes asked how success is measured in the 
CO safety education campaign A. Campbell commented that she will provide the report on the CO safety 
initiative results to members.  
 
Action Item: A. Campbell to provide council members with CO safety education campaign report.  
 

17.  RRG & FS Engineering Update 
 
Z. Fraczkowski spoke to this item as a consent item. He noted that the industry associations raised 
concerns and TSSA is reviewing our Terms of Reference (TOR) and the operation of fuels RRGs as part 
of a broader review of TSSA stakeholder engagement mechanism. Until this review is completed, TSSA 
will not hold any further RRG meetings. For engineering update, COVID-19 changed the ways TSSA 
engineers worked, which has improvement focus and response time for customer service, variances, field 
approvals and staff focusing on specific jobs assigned and not side projects.  
 
There were no questions or comments from council.   
 
 
 

18. Emerging Trends 
a) Climate Change 

 
M. Luymes said that during federal government Throne Speech on September 23, 2020 priorities that will 
come up include a “green economic recovery” with talk about decarbonization of transportation and home 
heating. Anticipating that, HRAI is in discussions with the federal government about pitfalls to avoid, 
things like an adequately trained workforce who deliver on solutions. M. Luymes noted that 
D. Hammond is involved in the process and is on the council. It is anticipated that natural gas will be 
eventually removed from the energy landscape, which may have important safety implications for TSSA.  
 
K. Kennedy asked if the harmonization of gas fitter issue is needed given the likelihood of a smaller 
number of licensees and a smaller workforce. M. Luymes responded that if the trade is nationally 
recognized and allowances are made for the labour force to move to one part of the country to another 
depending on where the needs dictates this would help in the event of a smaller hydrocarbons sector. 
 

b) Hydrogen Blending & Renewable Natural Gas 
 
M. George commented on hydrogen blending and renewable of natural gas. She noted that Enbridge is 
near the end of the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) process. S. Rogers clarified the critical findings of the 
distribution system assessment: 

• Distribution components are unlikely to be the limiting factor in blending. 
• Composition-dependent components were validated against design parameters. 
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• Existing distribution steel pipes can be used with blended gas under low-stress conditions. 
• Permeation increases through plastic pipes by negligible amounts.  

 
 
Z. Fraczkowski asked if Enbridge foresees any projects or developments coming to TSSA? M. Wagle 
responded that there are some potential opportunities from a transmission perspective, and they will 
partner with Fortis in western Canada. In Alberta, grant money was received to accelerate the Association 
of Public-Safety Communications Officials (APCO) plants for a hydrogen network. Z. Fraczkowski asked if 
there is any chance pipeline gas might change composition. M. Wagle responded that Enbridge is at the 
early stages and does not see widespread hydrogen blending. 
 
19. Topics Raised by Council  

a) COVID-19 Response 
  
TSSA has implemented protocols in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. A. Campbell noted that 
information was put together to serve as a guide on changes to TSSA’s inspections and services, 
requirements for regulated clients and certificate holders. She asked council members for questions 
regarding TSSA and COVID-19. M. Luymes noted that TSSA has adopted a new approach to audits, 
inspections and business conducted in a different way during the pandemic. 
 

There were no other questions or comments from Council.  
 
20. Questions & Other Business 

 
There were no questions or other business from Council.  
 
 
21. Council Administration 

a) Membership Renewal – Alper Ozdemir, Greg St. Louis, & Ron Vanhevel. 
 

Membership Renewal: Alper Ozdemir, Greg St. Louis, & Ron Vanhevel all agreed to renew their 
membership. 
 
Action: A. Brew to update the membership list with new term expiry dates for A. Ozdemir, G. St. Louis 
and R. Vanhevel.  

 
b) Membership Matrix Re-affirmation   

 
A motion was held to reaffirm the matrix. Council members moved and seconded the motion.  
 
Action: A. Brew to update the Membership Matrix.  
 

c) Advisory Council Portal 
 
K. Kennedy spoke to this as a consent item. He provided an update on the status of a potentially new 
advisory council portal and asked Council for questions.  

 
M. George commented that she preferred a portal over email because it was simple and effective.  
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R. Vanhevel agreed and liked a portal because of easy access to information without too much email 
back and forth. M. Luymes noted that the portal did not work because links and reminders failed.  
 
 
22. Adjournment 

 
The meeting adjourned at approximately 2:55 p.m. Council held a council-only in-camera session without 
TSSA staff or guests, followed by an in-camera session with TSSA CEO B. Rose.  
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Appendix 

 
 

The Safety Moment on TSSA’s Carbon Monoxide campaign can be found here. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXUzbBmdKNU

